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RE:

State Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) Determination for Rockefeller University’s
Continued Construction of the Stavros Niarchos Foundation – David Rockefeller River
Campus and Refunding of Existing Debt, Boroughs of Manhattan and Brooklyn, New York

Description of Proposed Action and Proposed Project. Rockefeller University (“RU” or the
“University”) has requested financing from Dormitory Authority of the State of New York (“DASNY”) for
its Continued Construction of the Stavros Niarchos Foundation – David Rockefeller River Campus and
Refunding of Existing Debt (collectively, the “Proposed Project”). Based on a review of the attached
Transaction Summary Update, dated February 25, 2019, it has been determined that the Proposed
Action would involve DASNY’s authorization of the issuance of one or more series of fixed- and/or
variable-rate, tax-exempt and/or taxable, Series 2019 bonds sold at one or more times through a
negotiated offering or a private placement, in an amount not to exceed $310,000,000 in funding under
DASNY’s Independent Colleges and Universities Program.
More specifically, the proceeds from the Series 2019 bond issue or issues would be used for the
Proposed Project, which would consist of the continued construction of the University’s River Campus,
now known as the Stavros Niarchos Foundation – David Rockefeller River Campus ($90.0 Million), and
the refunding of all or a portion of DASNY’s Rockefeller University Revenue Bonds, Series 2009A,
2009C, and 2010A ($209.3 million).
Previously, the Rockefeller University River Campus and Fitness Center Project, as it was known
at the time of the original DASNY financing, was the subject of an Environmental Impact Statement
(“EIS”) undertaken by the New York City Planning Commission (“CPC”). On April 2, 2014, the CPC,
as Lead Agency, issued its Findings Statement for the River Campus and Fitness Center Project,
determining that the requirements of 6 N.Y.C.R.R. Part 617 of the State Environmental Quality Review
Act had been met and that, consistent with social, economic, and other essential considerations from
among reasonable alternatives thereto, the approved actions were ones that avoided or minimized
adverse environmental impacts to the maximum extent practicable. The CPC’s Findings Statement
also determined that adverse environmental impacts disclosed in the Final EIS and FEIS Memo would
be minimized or avoided to the maximum extent practicable by incorporating as conditions to the
approval, pursuant to a Restrictive Declaration identifying mitigation measures.
Specifically, the River Campus and Fitness Center Project included the development of a new
two-story, approximately 157,251 gsf laboratory building with two, one-story pavilions (the Research
Pavilion and the Cafeteria Pavilion) and privately accessible landscaped green space on its roof
(located on the “Laboratory Building Site”); a one-story, approximately 3,353-gsf conference and
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meeting pavilion (the “Interactive Conference Center” or “ICC”) located on the North Terrace at the
north end of the platform structure (the “North Terrace Site”); a new approximately 20,498-gsf one-story
fitness center would be built at the northwest corner of the university campus (located on the “Fitness
Center Site”); and a proposed new privately accessible landscaped area on the North Terrace),
adjacent to the Rockefeller University’s President’s House, which is situated on the “superblock”
bounded by East 62nd Street and the centerline of demapped East 68th Street, between York Avenue
and the seawall (or bulkhead), east of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt (“FDR”) Drive and the East River
Esplanade.
Both the laboratory and the ICC buildings would be constructed on an approximately 930-linearfoot platform structure situated largely in air space over the FDR Drive. To structurally support the
platform, 20 columns would be located west of the FDR Drive immediately adjacent to and within an
existing schist retaining wall, and 10 columns would be located flush with the FDR Drive’s eastern edge
(within the western portion of the East River Esplanade). An approximately 930-foot-long, 8-foot-tall
sound barrier would also be constructed along the eastern edge of the FDR Drive (between the FDR
Drive and the East River Esplanade) that would extend the entire length of the proposed platform
structure.
As part of the mitigation for the shadow impact to the existing East River Esplanade, the
University would implement specific esplanade improvements. Additionally, RU would undertake the
repair and rebuilding of the portion of the East River seawall (bulkhead) adjacent to the project site,
extending approximately 222 feet south of the project site where deficiencies have been identified.
While DASNY was not included as an involved agency or interested party at the time of the
original SEQR/City Environmental Quality Review (“CEQR”) process, DASNY, as an agency financing
the Proposed Project, is required to develop independent findings. DASNY issued its Findings
Statement on April 10, 2015 for the previously described River Campus and Fitness Center Project.
New York State Public Policy. Since the Proposed Project included DASNY bond financing, a
Smart Growth Impact Statement Assessment Form (“SGISAF”) was prepared pursuant to the State of
New York State Smart Growth Public Infrastructure Policy Act (“SSGPIPA”) procedures. DASNY’s
Smart Growth Advisory Committee reviewed the SGISAF and attested that the Proposed Project, to
the extent practicable, would meet the smart growth criteria established by the legislation. The
compatibility of the Proposed Project with the criteria of the SSGPIPA, article 6 of the ECL, is detailed
in the on-file SGISAF. As indicated on the filed form, the Proposed Project would be generally
supportive of the SSGPIPA and no further SSGPIPA analysis is required.
Institution. Founded in 1901 by John D. Rockefeller as The Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research, The Rockefeller University has become a world center for advanced study and research in
the natural sciences. The University’s principal campus is located on the upper east side of Manhattan
on approximately 14 acres of land. This campus includes 21 buildings, primarily laboratories, and
includes a 40-bed research hospital and a library. A campus expansion that began in 2015 is nearing
completion, adding additional space and several buildings to the existing campus.
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The fundamental activity of the University is basic scientific research in the life sciences.
Approximately 82 laboratories currently engage in research, each with its own faculty head and focus
area of scientific inquiry. Research programs include genetics, neuroscience, biological imaging,
cancer biology, and immunotherapy, among other fields. Since its inception, 24 scientists associated
with the University have been awarded Nobel Prizes, five of whom currently serve as faculty members.
The University also conducts an academic program for pre-doctoral students and, in conjunction with
Cornell University’s Weill Medical College, a combined program for M.D./PhD. students.
SEQR Determination. DASNY completed this environmental review in accordance with the
State Environmental Quality Review Act (“SEQRA”), codified at Article 8 of the New York Environmental
Conservation Law (“ECL”), and its implementing regulations, promulgated at Part 617 of Title 6 of the
New York Codes, Rules and Regulations (“N.Y.C.R.R.”), which collectively contain the requirements
for the SEQR process. The major component of the Proposed Projects described herein have
undergone the appropriate SEQR at the time of their initial funding. Since the previously reviewed
projects have not undergone any substantive change since the initial reviews, the reviews completed
for those project components are still valid and deemed to be in compliance with SEQRA for this
financing.
The remaining activity associated with the Proposed Project that was not previously reviewed
under SEQR is the “refunding of existing debt” which is classified as a Type II action, specifically
designated by 6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 617.5(c)(29) of SEQR. Type II “actions have been determined not to
have significant impact on the environment or are otherwise precluded from environmental review
under Environmental Conservation Law, article 8.” Therefore, no further SEQR determination or
procedure is required for any component of the Proposed Project identified as Type II.
The Proposed Project was also reviewed in conformance with the New York State Historic
Preservation Act of 1980 (“SHPA”), especially the implementing regulations of section 14.09 of the
Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation Law (“PRHPL”), as well as with the requirements of the
Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”), dated March 18, 1998, between the DASNY and the New
York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation (“OPRHP”). Consultation was initiated
with OPRHP regarding the Proposed Project (OPRHP Project №. 15PR01948). OPRHP, in its letter
of May 22, 2015, determined “…proposed work will have No Adverse Impact upon historic resources
provided…All requirements of the April 9th executed Restrictive Declaration are met”. It is the opinion
of DASNY that the requirements of the Restrictive Declaration have been, and continues to be, met for
the Proposed Project and that there are no impacts on historical or cultural resources in or eligible for
inclusion in the National and State Registers of Historic Places.
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